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Community General Discussions I'm a returning player who has also dabbled a bit in the legion. Now that I'm back in BFA I'm overcooled on another server and used 110 pulse. I just finished 3 BFA storylines and a military campaign. Now I would roll up the Elf Void. I understand, however, that Blizzard in its infinite wisdom blocked allied races for a reputation grind from the previous expansion. Of course, I
didn't make any Legion content of this new character as it boosted the character. As I said, I dabbled in the Legion with another character (didn't complete the sarumar plot). Now, how would I go about grinding for the necessary rep? I need to go to Argus I read, but how can I get there? Do I need to do some Legion content first? Please, for the love of all the saint, don't tell me I need to complete the
Legion's stories first. When I zoomed in, it automatically got an argus search, but I made them on my core. For Argus, you'll need Open World quests with your friendly Reps to Open Broken Shore (but just open it with the original script) and then it will also be unlocked for all the other character you have. 1 How to push your heels together three times, thinking: There's no place like Argus 15 likes Wowhead
Meet Your Escort at Exodar at Stormwind Harbour. Level 110 Crocoun quest. Awards. Added to World of Warcraft: Legion. Always aware. Post-8.0 It seems that the quest does not get automatic given to you. You need to go to the Purple Citadel and get the quest by hand from Hadgar. I don't know how they do it now, but the path to Argus is a glowing circle at the end of the Krasus Landing in New Dahl,
which put you on a ship. If this circle does not exist for you, it is a quest that connects you with it. 2 Loves I did everything with my chief in the legion. For my violas, it meant they shouldn't have done it. I don't know what would happen if you haven't done it with another character... What I know, even if unlocked: You have to make a piece of the broken shore first. Take quests from Hadgar... You go back to it
every time to progress: a legion of broken shores of the argus. Im afraid that you will have to do quite some legion of things. Gl. 1 As mentioned above, you need to unlock the broken shore (don't progress through it, just finish the quest that gets you there), then you get a quest for Argus. My heart goes out to you, Argus is not a place you will easily forget that and the reputation grind added, you may need
some therapy after. Good luck. Thank you all! I found the quest and landed in Argus. Now the grind begins I guess? I need to finish the Argus campaign to unlock W e there, is it right? Not quite sure of that either: As I get there with my core, I did the necessary quests. Wqs is unlocked. When I got there with all the alts, they all got wqs on the left island, but not on krokuun or macaree So it seems that they
should be unlocked on the symbol. Yes, doing a circuit quest (s) This theme was automatically closed 30 days after the last last New answers are no longer allowed. Updated: 2 days ago Article ID: 123346 Common Problems Where Argus Started the quest? He gave up the quest in the Argus quest chain and was unable to return to Argus. To start the Argus quest, you need to complete the Quest Hand of
Destiny. If you have given up the Argus intro quest and you need to return, you should return to the docks of your capital and talk to Vereesa Windrunner for Alliance players or Lady Lyadrin for Horde players. You will be sent on a special transport to the phase version of Exodar to prepare for the Argus. You may have to overflow a quest or two to complete the script and open the portal. Please log in to
send feedback. ile ilgili aramalar How to go argus bfahow go argus wow bfa14:083:24g'r'r'mler 3.7 mn 3 y'l znceXe'ra, Premier Naaru has been restored and offers the gift of power to fulfill the prophecy in the battle against the Legion. For... Page 212:41g'r'n'mler 8 B 2 y'l nceThis was quite fun, but also a very difficult task. Berserk as a tank is only a group of super tight. You really need to maximize...
7:58heroic argus kill bfa prepatchg'r'n'mler 56 2 y'l 'ncekilling heroic argus with a fair enough (area 52) during bfa pre patch only to clarify it was by no means our first Argus kill... Page 37:58heroic argus kill bfa prepatchg'r'n'mler 56 2 y'l 'ncekilling heroic argus with a fair enough (area 52) during the BFA pre patch only to clarify it was by no means our first Argus kill... 10:48Neteria First down :
Argusgurenumler 226 2 yel annsvoila qui vient clore l'Pope Eterien sur Legion. On se retrouve et BFA, et si vous tes encore en try sur argus, le plus... Page 455:19g'r'n'mler 11 B 2 y'l znceUuna is a secret pet, obtained by collecting bones throughout Antoran waste to summon a rare elite boss. After the looting of Uwn, you ... Page 53:24g'r'n'mler 3.7 mn 3 y'l 'nceXe'ra, Premier Naaru has been restored and
offers the gift of power to fulfill the prophecy in the battle against the Legion. For... 5:59Prot Warrior in BFA OMEGALULG'r'n'mler 873 2 y'l znceI figured it would be interesting to put all the time my health bar was turned into noodles in a video. :) I'm sure love warrior and BFA! Page 60:55argus mythical spit drop garanemler 511 El Encepogischamp.48:29Page 72:27g'r'r'mler 370 B 370 B 3 y'l
'nceThetheaW Token is in the game item, which allows players to simply and reliably exchange gold for game time or Battle.net Balance.4:29g'r'n'mler 14 B Y'l NcePure Meeting Execution Strategy. It may sound funny, but hey! Who would have thought that letting that Obliterator hit... 0:572:00All requirements to unlock the race! Wowhead: ... Page 84:50WoW Guide - Hunter Petsg'r'n'mler 104 B 3 y'l
NceHey guys, with Legion came the opportunity to tame some amazing new pet models, especially mechanics. Obviously obvious. 917:52Mage vs. Rogue BfA Duel Guide!! Gorengler 54 B 2 y'l nceIf you like the video, be sure to sniff/subscribe/share with a friend to help the channel grow and see more videos! Twitter:... 19:08 Gunyunumler 92 B 2 y'l 'nceGoing over graphics, Advanced, Network, and
Sound Settings in World of Warcraft, explaining what they are doing and comparing... 7:04WOW How to get a relic of Ringsg'r'n'mler 45 B Y'l NceThis is a short and quick video where I detail how to get myself a heirloom ring at WOW! This is the main video guide that will ... 0:30Page 102:03g'r'n'mler 17 B 3 y'l nceI found a way to fly on Argus! It's not perfect, but it's better than nothing. Enjoy while you
can!13:36g'r'n'mler 15 B 2 y'l 'nce The War Cache Warcraft quest video. This is Banshee's Wail Wind's Redemption quest. The wail of Banshee is a battle ... So I'm currently searching in Suramar, but I really want to get to the Argus so I can start the process of getting allied races. What should I do? Enter to follow this Followers 0 In August 29, 2017 Patch 7.3 takes the heroes of Azeroth to Argus. This
guide is designed to cover all the new features of the shattered planet, including rich plot, new factions, group activities, Vindicaar Research, Veiled Argunite, catch-up gear, hidden treasures, rare and more. If you find this guide useful, please appreciate it so others can access it more easily. This means that other parts of patch 7.3, such as Artifact changes or Broken Isles updates, will only be concluded
and referred to the relevant manuals/articles. After defeating Kil'Jeden in Sargeras' tomb, Illidan Stormraj used Sargerite Keystone to open the rift between Argus and Azeroth, making Argus visible in the skies of Azeroth. After the Battle of Exodar, the Prophet Velen ordered the Chosen Light to provide the necessary training to go to Argus. Draenei created a measuring ship called Vindicaar specifically to
return to his native world of Argus. While you are on the Argus, Vindicaar will serve as your mobile operations base, allowing you to travel quickly between the destroyed islands. Argus is a level 110 only, no fly zone, similar to Thunder Island or Timeless Island. The playable part of the planet is divided into three zones. MoreArgus is the original home world eredar. it was once a utopian world whose
inhabitants were very intelligent and very gifted in magic. Thousands of years ago, Eredar lived quietly here. Since then, Argus has been twisted by demonic, chaotic energies and has become a stronghold of the Burning Legion and even referred to as the native world of the Legion. It is divided into two parts by a large fel-emitting rift that ends with a cataclysm that has removed part of the planet. Argus is so
full of feoly magic that the death of the demon is constant there. However, the croculus present at the Argus says that despite the fact that demons are demons here, they're coming back. Argus once ruled the Second Duumvirate, consisting of Velen and Kil'jeden. During this time, the sorcerer Tal'keel and his order of Eredar magicians, the Wakeners, began to use magic to conjure up demons from neuer's
twisting. Archimond, his faithful disciple, beheaded his former master. Archimond later rebelled to rule Argus with Velen and Kil'jeden, and the three eredars wisely ruled the planet for years in harmony. In the end, Argus caught Sargeras' attention. He offered Eredar a deal: in exchange for their loyalty, he would give them power immoderate by all races. Kil'jeden and Archimond quickly accepted the offer,
but Velen had a vision for the future: Eredar would be transformed into demons under Sargeras. Eventually, Velen was contacted by a race of divine energy beings called naaru and led her followers from the planet. They fled from Argus, taking the name draenei, which means exiled, while Kil'jeden, Archimond became feared, insidious sorcerers and tactics burning legion. As draenei escaped, the world was
devoured by the Burning Legion.-WowpediaSimilar to Broken Shore, the contents of the Argus also had to unlock the schedule. Non-raid content has been reeled in for the first 3 weeks of Patch 7.3: Original Content ScheduleWeek 1Week 2Week 3Access to the War of Light and Shadow, The third chapter of the campaign history, Unlock The World of quests: Kil'jaeden Terrace World quests and Western
Mac'Aree World quests, Unlock Classroom Upgrade Missions: Mac'Aree Equipment, Mac'Aree Missions, Void-Cleaned Krokul, Access to the rest of 7.3's non-raid content, such as seat triumvirate dungeon and Netherlight , Unlock additional upgrades to the mission class: Lightforged Equipment, Lightforged Missions, Lightforged Bulwark.Last unlocked content: Immediately after the patch 7.3 launch turned
out that Patch 7.2 in Broken Shore Intro Scenario is an account of the level requirement to start the Argus campaign. This is because the storywise journey to Argus is a continuation of what happened on the broken shore and in the tomb of the Sargeras.To unlock the attack on Broken Shore your character must hit level 110 then head to the purple Citadel in Dalaran and complete the quest: The
Unification of the Islands offered by Archmage Khadgar. Then go to Krasnus and complete the Legionfall army. Since the completion of the Broken Shore script is an account throughout you only need one character on your account to complete it, then the rest of your characters may miss it by choosing Hadgar's gossip option: I've heard this tale before.... Once you've completed the Assault on Broken
Shore quest, head straight to the Purple Citadel in Dalaran, where Hadgar's introductions of Argus, Hand of Destiny will be available. Once you have taken this quest, try to complete the quest chain to the end of the rendezvous before doing anything else as it will A light-wheeling lighthouse in Dalaran that can be used to teleport back to Argus at any time. If you leave Argus before completing the
rendezvous and you are struggling to return, head to the docks of your capital. Alliance players will have to speak to Vereis Windwing, while the Horde players will want Lady Lyadrin. They will send you to the phase version of Exodar and you will get another chance to complete the introductory quest, although you may have to repeat the quests, so it's best to just complete the quests for the first time. The
crown of the triumvirate consists of three parts. Velen possess a third whole, the Eye of Prophecy, and you must find the other two parts, Sigil Awakening and The Cross of Knowledge through the Argus campaign. By restoring the crown, you can unlock the full power of Vindicaar. With this force, the ship's weapons can break the wall of Antorus, the Burning Throne, and the combined forces of Light can
finally launch an offensive against the damaged world-soul planet: Argus Unmaker.Prerequisite: Character Level 110 - Completing the Broken Shore intro scenario1. Hand of Destiny / Hand of Destiny No.2. Two If by Sea / Two, If by Sea No 3.Light's Exodus No 4.The Vindicaar 5.Into Night Cutscene: Battle for Argus .6.One in the Abyss .7.Righteous Fury 8.Overwhelming Power 9.A Stranger's Plea └ ┬ ┴ ┘
│10.Revenge │ Resistance Sign │ 12.The Prophet's Gambit │ 13.Rendezvous │ 14.From Darkness │ 15.Prisoners No More 16.Threat Reduction └ ┬ 17.A Strike ┘ │ at heart │ 18.Return to Windikaar │ 19.A Moment of respite │ 20.Gathering Light │ 21.Crystals Not included 2 A Grim Equation 23.Best Prevention └ ┬ ┴ 24.┘ │ Fire by Will │ 25.Lockting Longshot │ 26.Bringing the Big Guns Cutse :
Activate Light's Judgement │ 27.Lightly Roasted │ 28.The Light Mother │ 29.Light's Return │ 30.The Child of Light and Shadow Cutscene: The Fate of Xe'ra │ 31.Essence of the Light Mother 32.The Vindicaar Matrix Core │ 33.An Offering of Light │ 34.The Burning Heart │ 35.Securing a Foothold │ 36.Reinforce Light's Purchase ◄—► 37.Reinforce the Veiled Den ¦ ¦ 38.Sizing Up The Opposition
–––––––––––––––┘Rewards: 8: ilvl 880 relic13: Lightforged Beacon: Krokul Hovel, New Alchemy profession quests16: Krokul Battle Horn24: Lightforged Cannon Projectile29: Lightforged Beacon: Shattered Fields30: New Blacksmithing &amp; Leatherworking profession quests32: Light's Judgment34: Krokuun World Quests, Antoran Wastes World Quests, Krokuun treasures, Class Hall side chain35:
Lightforged Beacon: Antoran Wastes36 : Lightforged Lighthouse: Light's Purchase37: Lightforged Lighthouse: Veiled Den38: Antoran Waste TreasurePrerequest: BEGINS ASSAULT1. Speaker Calls No 2.Visions Torment Cutscene: The Rise of Aggramar in 3.Dire News No. 4.Storming Citadel No 5.Scars Past 6.Preventive Measures 7.Theory of Chaos │ 8.Dark Shenanigans 9.A Touch Fel 10.Heralds
Apocalypse └┬ 11.Dawn ┴ ┘ │ 11.Dawn │ 12.Lord of the Spire Cutscene: Arrival of Aggramar │ 13.Formation of Bond │ 14.A Floating Ruin │ 15.Mac'e, Argus Cutscene Jewel: Flashback Velen - Escape from Argus │ 16.Defenseless and Fear 17.Khazaduum, First name └┬ ┘ │ 18.The consecration of the Earth │ 19.The way forward │ 20.Not-So-Humble Beginnings │ 21. Invasive Species └ ┬ 23.┘ │
The longest vigil │ 24.Gatekeeper's Challenge: The Tenacity 25.Gatekeeper's Challenge: The Trick 26.Gatekeeper's Challenge: Mastery └'┬'┴'┘ │ ┴.Legacy Of the Defiler │ 28.Sigil Awakenings: 4: Light-skinned Lighthouse: Destiny Point 6: The Consecrated Warrior Memento10: Phial 'Sacred' Fel Liquid12: Nath'raxas Keep the World quests13: Lightforged Warframe16: Exhausted Pylon Core19:
Lightforged Lighthouse: Triumvirate End21 : Partially Charged Conduit27 : Destroyed Conservatory Emblem28: Mac'Aree World quests, Shroud Arcana Echo, New Tailor and Jewelcrafting profession quests, Lightforged Lighthouse: Arcane Conservatory, Mac'Aree TreasureSTrepizisit: DARK AWAKENINGS1. Where they least expect it is 2.We have a problem No. 3.A Unconquerable Organization 4.Anger
High Exarch 5.Overt Ops ┬ └ In ┴ ┘ 6. Flanking Maneuvers 7.Talgath's Forces └'┬'┘ │ 8.What Could Be Cutscene: Flashback Velen - Triumvirate Solution │ 9.Across the Universe │ 10.Shadow Triumvirate │ 11.Place Triumvirate Cutscene: Ameria Pierce's Void │ 12.Whispers from Oronaar 13.Arkhaan's Prayers └ ┘ │ ┬ 14.Pulcian Pain └'┬ ┘ │ Plan of the Archaan │ 17.Danger of The Archaan │
18.Throwing Shade │ 19.Sources of Darkness 20.The Shadowguard └ ┘ │ ┬ 21.A Ship Finished │ 22.A Lighthouse in the Dark and 23.An Shadow 24.Seat Triumvirate: Cross of Knowledge Cutscenes: Reincarnation of Alleria Vindicaar Turns Gold Awards: 1: 10: Kil'Jedin Terrace World quests, Lightforged Lighthouse: Reflection of the Prophet, Light-Smote Skullplate13: 14: Consecrated Prayer Stuffed,
15: 16: 17: 19: 19 : 20: 21: Discarded Remnants of Void, 22: Lightforged Lighthouse: Shadowguard Invasion, opens the place of Triumvirate, Dungeon World quests23: Netlightlight : Western Mac'Aree World quests, Class Hall Mission UpgradesStarted by the side quest chain in Krokuun, there are a few updates for your class. You can unlock dozens of new missions through this quest, upgrade your
champions' gear to 950 and hire special types of units for your missions in exchange for bespoke resources. There are many quests in this chain require to complete specific key missions Fortunately, Vindicaar has a Scouting Map on the table to the left of Netherlight Crucible, so you don't have to drive to your class hall over and over again to start a mission. Patch 7.3 offers some great catch-up points for
the champions too, such as the Grimoire Lost Knowledge and the Res odded Armor Set for both sold out by Warmage Kath'leen on the broken shore. There's a Krokul Armor Set too, which can be obtained from a shared treasure chest on the Argus and from missions as a reward. For more information on the Mission Hall theme class read the updated Classroom Hall Mission Guide.Invasion PointsInvasion
Points are small repeatable scenarios for various awards. World bosses of Argus can also be found in large points of invasion. You can unlock the invasion points after chapter 2: Dark Awakenings in the Argus campaign. It's a requirement all over the place. Fel Heart of ArgusThere's is also a small chain with the ultimate Fel Heart of Argus award, a force for the Windicar Core Matrix. This is part of the
achievement: Locked and Loaded.Antorus Raid CinematicsFew a few weeks before the launch of the antorus raid Magni foresaw some new visions about Antorus. Players who have finished the Argus campaign can see these new cinematography through a chain of breadcrumbs quests started by High Exarch Turalyon on the legendary Vindicaar.ArgusS opening raid copy of Antorus, Burning Throne in
patch 7.3.5. 21.09.2017 the new legendary ring Insignia of the great army has become available to all comers. A short sequence of quests begins at Vindicaar over Antoran Wastes and ends inside a copy of the raid, defeating the last boss Argus Unmaker. PART 1 - Available after the completion of Burning Heart in ASSAULT BEGINS1. Wranglers (bread crumb) │2. Argus Roper 3.Duskcloak Problem
4.Strike Back └ th ┬ 5.Woah ┘ │ ┴, 5.Woah, Nelly! │ 6.Remnants Darkfall Ridge │ 7.Nath'raxas Hold: Preparation 8.Supplying Krokuun │ 9.Nath'raxas Hold: Rescue MissionPART 2 and PART 3 - Available after the completion of the Lighthouse in the Dark in the War LIGHT AND SHADOW 10. The Ruins of Oronaar │ 11.Relics of Ancient Eredar 12.Beneath Oronaar │ │ 14.Shadowguard Dispersion
13.Void Vaccination │ 15.Hindering Legion War Machine │ 16.Take Edge Off 17. Supply Antoran Campaign │ 18.Felfire ShatteringRewards: 3: Duskcloak Dorsal Plate 5: Fossil forest worlds quests 6: Krokuun Equipment 8: Crokul Ridgestalker / Crocule Ridgestalker 9: Krokuun Mission, Smouldering Hellstone10: Mac'Aree Equipment13: Void-Purged Krokul / Void-Purged Krokul14: Mac'Aree Missions,
Shadowguard Harvester15: Lightforged Equipment, Stasis Core Crystal17: Lightforged Bulwark/Lightforged Bulwark18: Lightforged Missions, Mission Award: Man'ari Training AmuletPrerequiite: The Sigil Where They Least Expect │2. Ofensive │3.Commander's Downfall │4. Invasion Onslaught (Weekly)Awards:1: 2: , Big Invasion Points4: Premise: Bond in DARK AWAKENINGS1. Mysterious Miss │2.
Intercepting the Legion's plans │3. The prisoner inquisitor │4. To disrupt the legion's escape from prison │5. Long overdue: 4: Voidcore Office Rod 5: Fel Heart ArgusPrerequisite: Beacon in the Dark at the End of The War LIGHT AND SHADOW1. The speaker listens to │2. Visions of Fear Cutscene: Breaking the Pantheon │3. The speaker is looking for │4. Visions of another Cutscene: The Life Binder's
Plea There are 2 versions for the first quest: The Burning Throne is offered after completing all three parts of the Argus campaign, or Burning Throne is offered during Chapter 1: Attack Begins.You can pick up both quests from High Exarch Turalyon at Vindicaar to fly over Antoran Waste once you meet your criteria. ┌ Burning Throne - requiring the completion of the Lighthouse in the Dark at the End of the
War OF THE WORLD and SHADOW.┌-┤ -OR-│ └ Burning Throne - demands the completion of the Offer of Light in ASSAULT BEGINS.││└ Demons patrol every cliff-shattered surface. Argus is divided into three zones: Crocuone, Antoran Waste and Mac'Aree. The zones are completely different, but they share a common apocalyptic feeling. There are many unusual things on the Argus. Violent
tornadoes sweep through areas, and volcanoes erupt frequently. Prime Naaru are used for rebirth in cemeteries instead of spirit healers, and the legion of armadillo Paraxis bombards the surface from time to time, killing all who are not in hiding in time. You can discover these environmental hazards in more detail in the article: Horrors of Argus.Argus has brought brand new craft materials and a new
version of Sargeras blood for your crafting pleasure: New tradeskill recipes available from various vendors at Vindicaar listed in the New Factions section. Merchants also offer new profession quests on the lower deck of Vindicaar. These new quests unlock in different sections of the storyline, for exact points, please read the award sections of the Argus Campaign.New 7.3 created gear: These, and only
these new created items can be upgraded to itemlevel 935 by Primal Obliterum, created gears up to patch 7.3 remain at a maximum itemvel 900. In addition to these recipes, Enchanters can finally learn how to destroy The Chaos Crystal in Leylight Shards by Formula: Chaos Shatter and Jewelcrafters can create a new epic No 200 secondary gemstone stat: Design List: Argus Gemcutting. There's also a
new mountain, called Pond Nettles for Fishing.For a more detailed profession preview head over patch 7.3 Professions Preview article. Each zone has its own unique surface lovers. Players can purchase these time zones all over buffs from a variety of environmental elements like crystals, lighthouses and more. For movement between the zones and locations of Argus, Windikara and its network of
teleportation of lighthouses Use. As you continue through the Argus story, new beacons will be available and the network gets more spread. Argus flight paths are accounted for altogether so once you discover the beacon all your characters can access it. The vessel has a navigation console used as a flight map where you can teleport to any beacon detected. There is a Crocoul flute to help you get to the
nearest lighthouse. Wormhole Generator: Argus is also available for those who are not too picky. Patch 7.3 takes you far from the Broken Islands, and there is no direct transport link between the fields of Argus and the Broken Islands/Class Halls. At worst, when everything is cooling down - you can reach the teleport lighthouse on foot - then the port back to Windikaar - then the port in Dalaran from
Windikaar to reach the Broken Islands. You can find the portal Dalaran on the lower floor, right under the command bridge at Vindicaar.Argus has two new specimens, a 5-man dungeon called Place Triumvirate and Antorus, Burning Throne, raid instance. The Triumvirate seat is heroic only, home to four bosses who drop 865 heroic and 885 mythical tackles. The entrance to the dungeon is located at the
far west end of McAry. By filling seat of the Triumvirate: The Crest of Knowledge, Mac'Aree's Western world quests are becoming available. The dungeon will unlock by completing the story of the Lighthouse quest in the dark in Chapter 3: War of Light and Shadow. This castle is account-wide. Antorus, Burning Throne has 11 meetings, the itemlevel range is 915 (Raid Finder), 930 (Normal), 945 (Heroic)
and 960 (Mythical). Filling The Mythical: Argus Unmaker you earn the title. The entrance to the raid is located on the southwest side of Antoran Wastes. Antoran Gloomhound is the Argus Raider Glory Award. Antorus opened on November 29, 2017 in patch 7.3.2 to the public. You can find more detailed articles about new copies on the following links: Your base of work on Argus is a draenei ship called
Vindicaar. It's a mobile central hub, you can find storytellers, quest givers, mailbox, mission desk, faction quartermasters, artisans, repairs and other important things here. It also operates the main transport between the Argus zones. You can quickly move Vindicaar yourself between 3 zones once you have unlocked them. Unlocking zones requires the development of the plot. Once you've completed the
Krokuun and Antoran Wastes storylines, you can move Vindicaar to Mac'Aree. After completing the dungeon of the quest Seat of the Triumvirate: The Crest of Knowledge, Windikaar turns golden, indicating that the ship has fully reached its potential. The ship also provides special tools and devices that can assist you in your mission to Argus.Anshlun has compiled a very useful and detailed guide called
Vindicaar: Matrix Core and Argus Hub, he has a lot of pictures highlighting where all the NPC is, and also Stay a while and listen to secret dialogue options. The sized ship provides not only transportation, but because of its unique Matrix Core you can gradually develop different types of bonus power you can use all around Argus. You can unlock these spells through the Argus campaign, and once you
choose power, it will be available on your user interface through the bar of zone capabilities. If your chosen force spell doesn't automatically appear on your cast bar, you can find it in the overall tab of your spell book. Some of these spells are needed to unlock special pieces of content, such as access to hidden treasures. There's also an achievement locked and loaded to unlock all four Matrix Core powers
on the character. Patch 7.3 introduces a new way to update the artifact by tweaking the relics. The device, called Netherlight Crucible, is located on the base floor of the Windaar. It provides 3 levels of bonuses closed for your level. A feature of the first tier is a simple increase in the level of items No.5 - Netherlight Fortification - for each relic slot. The second level provides two randomly selected passive
bonuses: one light and one shadow force. The third level provides a bonus point for 3 existing Artifact features (available for features that may have more points than 1). To unlock Netherlight Crucible you have to play through the argus campaign history and reach the search for The Shadow Offer at the end of Chapter 3: War of Light and Shadow to Complete Now You Prepare With Netherlight Crucible is
an account wide as soon as you unlock it with one of your characters your other characters can access it too. You can read a more detailed article on Netherlight Crucible here: Netherlight Crucible and relic settings in Patch 7.3 and the feature is now also included in Talent Calculator.Blizzard has clarified a lot of things about this feature, so if you have any questions, you can check out their list for the first:
Netherlight Crucible and YouHey guys! So, after yesterday's WA, it became apparent that there is still some confusion about Netherlight Crucible and how it works. We keep a close eye on your discussion on this topic and wanted to give some explanations where we can as well as open up the topic to any additional issues that you may have. The question is: How do heirloom talents unlock? A: As the
Artifact level increases (by spending artifact power), Relic slots will also be aligned. When you first unlock Crucible, you'll have access to the first extra feature (an increase of 5 euros to the level of your artifact element) in each slot. The second row unlocks at Artifact 60, 63 and 66 (for left, center and right slot Relic respectively), and the third and final series unlocks at Artifact 69, 72 75. All of this should be
pretty obvious when you look at these slots in the game, but can't be clearly shown through datamined information. The question is: What do you mean by this can't double the roll of the line? A: Just that you'll never be able to upgrade increase the same Artifact trait in half. If your relic already has the bonus rank of Ashbringer's Wrath on it, this trait won't be one of the three options presented in the bottom
row of the Crucible update tree. In other words, there is no risk that your anger relics of Ashbringer will be destroyed without rolling a second bonus to anger Ashbringer, because it could never happen in the first place. However, if you get a relic without ashbringer's wrath, now there is a chance that he will get it from Crucible.Additionally, these three options will always be unique; for example, it will not give
you a choice between deviation, deviation, or deviation. Aside from making sure that you always have options, this means that your chances of having your favorite trait appear on the relic you would otherwise discard are actually pretty decent. In: How do the ranks of the first two rows work? A: There are no such titles. We think this comes from some confusion about how Netherlight Crucible appears in
data processing, compared to how it actually works in the game. Once you've unlocked the string in Crucible, you just choose the option you like and that's it - there's no extra alignment of those options for that. For those who look into the data (or anyone else who might be curious): it's because of the way we built the system to unlock the effects of the stack between each relic. It's just a fine behind-the-
scenes optimization on our part. What are the requirements for access to Netherlight Crucible? A: Our goal at this stage of development is to have only two requirements: your character is a level 110 character, and you have a score of all the achievement Now you are preparing with Netherlight. This achievement is given as part of the final chapters of the 7.3 story campaign, which is scheduled to open
week 3 patch (so 15 days after release). The question is: Why are you adding this system? What about RNG? A: Netherlight Crucible (except as an important part of storyline 7.3) is designed to help with the Relic availability issue that players have been reporting for some time. As Ion explained during our last SA, there are technical problems with how the relics were built that limit what bonus features
might be available from raids. This has caused a number of Raiders to feel as if their best choice is to run the Mythical Keystone Dungeon permanently in the hope of making a relic with their perfect drop bonus trait (and Titanforge for a high-level item). Those who have followed the development of Patch 7.2 may recall an earlier take on the improvement for this issue, where we experimented with adding
one, randomized second bonus trait to the relics. In the end, we decided it was the wrong approach and wanted a system that put a little more control in the hands of the players. So while Netherlight Crucible still has an element of It presents you with several options to choose from. To be clear: we are that having an element of chance is important. Our goal was not simply to allow players to choose the
exact bonus features they wanted (you're already doing it, more or less, when spending Artifact Power). We still want to have those exciting moments when the relic gives you a great result. Netherlight Crucible is designed to make relics more valuable on average, rather than making all relics of equal value. In: Will I be able to trade relics with other players to find out who gets the best options in Crucible?
A: No. A preview of the relic in Netherlight Crucible will link it to your character and remove the ability to trade it. This is because these traits don't really exist on the relic until you've tuned it to Crucible, in a process that looks like a charming piece of gear. It also prevents the raid team from feeling like they should send anyone who may be interested in the relic back to Vindicaar before proceeding. The
question is: Will Netherlight Crucible work on relics purchased before 7.3 release? Answer: Yes. However, keep in mind that it will take some time (probably a few weeks) to unlock the later stages of Netherlight Crucible, where additional bonus traits come in. The question is: Doesn't that mean I want my best two features on every relic now? Answer: For hardcore mines/maxer, yes, it will still be the best
outcome for your heirloom configuration. However, there are now more relics that can reach this state (as relics with a second best trait can now roll up your best features in Crucible), and you'll encounter fewer bad relics along the way. In: Why should I return to the Netherlight crucible to update the relic? Didn't you want to get away from that mechanic? A: Players often compare this to the old Reforging
system and our dislike of having to visit the vendor after each update. That hasn't changed. Netherlight Crucible only affects relics - you won't need to visit Crucible every time you take a new pair of boots. Hope that will help clear the air on how Netherlight Crucible works, but we're sure you have more questions, so ask away and we'll do our best to answer what we can! Thank you! Argus has a new set of
recurring scenarios called Invasion Points. Storywise, The Invasion Point portal is a network where the Legion attacks other worlds. There are 6 different distant worlds - Invasion Points opened from Argus. They have a unique environment and content, but only one is active at a time in the zone. These points update and cycle for hours, so pay attention to your time left. Active intrusion points are always
marked on the zone map. These scenarios are coming Small cases where you first fight with the waves of enemy forces, then complete the target, then run into the boss. Invasion points are not strict 3-man scenarios as we've seen scripts before, it has a way less limitations: You are you must be in the party to enter, and it is not limited to 3 people. You can enter with or without a party or raid, the entrance
is completely free of restrictions, except that these scenarios are faction specific. When you enter an invading portal alone, it can be either empty players - so you can try to solo it, or it's already in the process - and you can get a credit completion in a fraction of a second. By killing the invasion boss you have a chance to get unsuilled tokens, gold and basic AP items. There's also an achievement to kill all
the mini-beads of Invasion Point: Imagine the invasion Eradication.To unlock the invasion points you have to complete Chapter 2: Dark Awakening Argus Campaign. After putting in Sigil Awakening, Illidan suggests where they least expect it. Unlocking the account-wide intrusion point. There are 6 new world bosses at Argus. As usual, there is only one available per week, but unlike broken islands these
bosses are only available through Big Invasion Points. These new world bosses drop itemlevel 930 looted. Examples and zoning rules are identical to the normal intrusion points described above, except for the Big Invasion allows more people to zone out as these bosses require more people to win. There's also an achievement to kill all six new world bosses: Invasion Obliteration.To unlock the Big
Invasion Points you have to unlock the normal invasion points as described above and then complete the necessary quest: Invasion Point Offensive, which is an extension of Where They Least Expect It. Unlocking Big Invasion Points account-wide. You can find more information about the intrusion points in the invasion point guide at Argus.There are 2 new factions associated with Argus.There are 2 new
factions associated with Argus, both have their own tales, world quests, quartermasters and cool rewards. The Great Army of Light, also known as the Army of Light or the Golden Army, is a huge force of enlightened races that have united to fight the Burning Legion in Twisting Neter and put an end to their future domination in the corruption of each world in the Great Dark Beyond.After the fall of Argus, the
best warriors of draiene followed the main naaru Xe'ra through space in eternal war. Since then, other survivors of the Burning Crusade have joined the ranks of Lightforged.More storyThe Grand Army of the Light was created by the High Exarch Turalon and Lady Ameria Windwing and brought together numerous survivors from several worlds that were taken and broken by the Burning Legion. Dragei
Argus survived the fall of his world from the Legion and will join the Great Army of Light to avenge his fallen and put an end to the conquest of the Legion to rule the entire universe. Draenei have been waiting for the day when the army will appear for more than twenty millennia. One of the many visions of the Prophet Velen was the Army of Light: a great coalition of people, gnomes, elves, worgens, orcs,
tauren, trolls, goblins - and even the undead. Draenei yourself as the backbone of this mighty army, with many of them joining the battle against darkness, along with countless dragons and naaru. The leader of this grand coalition is known to be the high exarch of Turalyon, however, Velen was unclear who this man was when his vision ended. At one point dreadlock Lothraxion was imbued with the Light
and joined the Army of Light to fight against the Legion as Commander-in-Chief. During the third invasion of the Burning Legion in Azeroth, Lotraksion was sent by the High Exarch Turarion to protect him. According to Prime Minister Naaru Ke'ra, the remnants of the Golden Army are currently fighting in The Destroyed Home World of Drynei Argus. But they lose, and as such sent the Heart of Light, the core
of Xe'ra, as a last resort for Azeroth to be passed on to the Prophet Helena. Xe'ra is looking for the child of Light and Shadow, Illidan Stormerage, to end the battle. For millennia, the Army of Light fought battles, skirmishes and sabotage against the Burning Legion. They all knew they might not survive their latest attack on Argus. The flagship of the Army of Light, Xendar, crashed on the surface of Argus,
and a resident of Crocula saved Turalyon's life. More members of the Army of Light meet at the site of the Xenedar crash, and they continue to assist the Azeroth forces on Argus.The quartermaster Vindicator Jaelaana is on the top floor of Windicar, next to the mailbox. It sells the following reputation items: Argus Achievement is a faction associated with Broken Argus. Although many fought against the
conquest of Argus by the Burning Legion, not everyone managed to escape. Encouraged by the arrival of new allies, these refugees and outsals are united in their mission to return their homes. Argusian Reach quartermaster, Toraan Revered is located on the top floor of Windikaar, opposite side of the Light quartermaster's army. He sells the following reputational items: In the next round of the World of
Warcraft Battle for Azeroth expansion, 6 new fit will join the Alliance and the Horde. Two of them are directly related to Argus: The Shining Draenei are soldiers of the Great Army of Light, they are fighting against the Legion on Argus. Void elves are masters of corrupting void energies, we can watch as Alleria Windrunner develops his empty knowledge and transformations on Mac'Aree. Elves using
emptiness is not a new theory however, High Astromancer Solarian is probably the first Empty Elf, it was even able to perform a Voidwalker conversion. Lightforged Draenei - GuideVoid Elf - GuideYou can learn more about allied races coming in the Battle of Azeroth in these articles: Allied Mountain Races and Racial AbilityAll Race Character Settings in Wowhead's ModelviewerAllied Racing Armor
SetsJokes and flirts for Allied RacesMost Army light and Argusian reach reputation comes from completing quests world quests and emissaries are also available for both factions. There are mission signs too to increase your tournament. There's also a special item that can be used to increase your reputation as Argus and Broken Isles even more: Demon in Soulstone - a drop to a very low chance of rare
elites Argus.As usually, be sure to apply any rising reputation available. It can also be wise to keep all the tokens you get before Darkmoon Faire and use them under a 10% reputation bonus positive effect. Once you reach Exalted, the reputation of tokens rewarded from class hall missions become score-bound. This is the main currency of Patch 7.3. It is used to buy rejected tokens from Thaumaturge
Vashreen aboard Vindicaar on Argus. These tokens produce itemlevel 910 epic quality character gear. Each token costs 650x Veiled Argunite. There are several ways to get the veiled Argunite: Special Story quests reward 50-100 piecesParticular World quests reward 45-150 pieces Weeks of invasion quest Invasion Onslaught Awards 200 piecesWeekly rare murder quest Fuel doomed world awards 300
piecesUbing rare awards 10-10-0 25 pieces OfLooting Treasure award 10-50 piecesClass Hall of Missions reward 25-120 piecesKilling bosses in Invasion Points reward 20-50 piecesKilling world bosses in Big Invasion Points reward 100 pieces From revered with Argus Reach The shoulder charm of Boone Steadfast is available for the mining bonus of the veiled Argunite.The cover of the veiled Argunite is
2000.It currency associated with invading points. Defeating the invasion bosses players got a 3-4 piece of waystones. There were also world-, and weekly quests to collect waystones. This currency is removed during the first weeks of patch 7.3.There are 2 new sets of catch-up gear available on Argus.The Relinquished gear mentioned above is great. It is sold by Thaumaturge Vashreen for a piece on the
lower deck of Vindicaar. For the first time we can buy Conditioned tokens for each type of Relic separately! Unsullied gear is a new version of Broken Shore's no-go equipment. These tokens can be looted from the crowd and treasure chests around Argus, like Dauntless tokens. There are several weekly quests too with Unsuilled Token Awards. Unsullied tokens are usually proc in itemlevel 880 epic gear
quality for the current specification. Unsutained tokens Are Bind-on-Account.Unsullied tokens can't proc into legendary gear. There's a special event at Antoran Waste where you can disguise yourself under eredar and collect as much demon eyes as you want. The purpose of eye collection is to exchange them for some brilliant cool rewards offered by Orix All-Seer, a treasure goblin. It is also ready to
exchange you a unique device called Locus Resonator Observer, which you can use to access a secret site called Rezira the Seer, who willingly passes Sightless Eye if you beat it hard enough and long enough. The device is not consumed when used. For the right to rob Intact Intact Eye, you must first donate almost your entire life to the all-Seer's Focus altar to become a eredar. This altar can spawn in
various locations in Antoran Waste: Coordinates: / Way 60.2 45.2 - in Orix Cave / Way 67.6 48.0 - in the average spider cave / way 84.3 21.3 - in Dog Kerr Cave Axa /Way 57.9 66.8 - at the back of the Felfire Armory /way 58.8 34.0 - upstairs on Spirit CrucibleBy pushing attention you get the positive effect of Agent All-Seer, but instantly loses 90% of your total life. (This can lead to instant death if you are
below 90% health when you click). While you are disguised as a eredar, with this buff you are ready to go and collect Intact Demon Eye from any crowd marked as the Demon type. The fall is very diverse, sometimes you get zero from 10 mobs, sometimes you get 10 pieces from 2 mobs. Under the camouflage effect, you are hostile to the entire Army of Light, you cannot access Windikaar, their beacons
and other types of assistance. You can find the Orix All-Seer in a small cave right under the bridge leading out of the pits of punishment. Accurate coordinates: / Path 59.56 44.98 It offers several awards to turn into Intact Demon Eyes:Argus figuratively full of rare elites. According to the accompanying achievements there are 60 new rare worth of murder. These rare have about a hundred million HP, most
of them can be easily killed by 2 players or even solo around the ilvl 900. Rare elites or Argus have the ability to spawn in the region throughout the 4 hour spawning cycle, and they also have the ability to pop world quests along with them. They usually throw Artifact Power elements, veiled argunites and unpaughted tokens. At a lower chance, all rares have a chance to fall following common goods: As
before, these crowds have daily locks, once you kill the rare, your character is saved to that crowd and can't loot it again until the release of the next morning's quest. There are 2 related achievements, the Adventurer Argus, to kill 25 rare elites and Commander Argus to defeat all of them. By filling these achievements you get Arsenal: Weapon Lightforged Weapons Appearances. Notable rare people with a
chance to plunder unique things: There are new common types of treasure chest on Argus, they are called Eredar War Supply-Krokuun, Legion of War Supplies-Antoran Waste and Ancient Eredar Cash/Void-Seeped Cache-Mac'Aree. Like Broken Shore's Hidden Wyrmtongue cache, these shared chests can be found throughout the area over and over again. The loot also seems to be: these treasures
usually contain minor elements of Artifact Power, several Argus (Veiled Argunite) currencies, and sometimes catch-up gears (unsullied tokens). But unlike Broken Shore, the common treasures on Argus may also contain transmog items (see below), a Krokul Armor Set and have a tiny chance of giving up the legendary outfit as well. There are also 22 special treasures in Argus. Most of these chests are
either well hidden or require open/access tool. For example, the Windicar Windicar Matrix Power Light's Judgment can break the stone piles blocking the entrances to the cave, and the Arcane Echo Shroud can be used to discover the hidden treasures. Chests buried in caves are not marked on mini-cards, collapsed rock swarms should be seen on the surface. It is worth noting that the chests themselves
become visible only after you reach a certain level of plot development in the Argus campaign. For example, chests in Krokuun begin to appear after the completion of the Offer of Light and Antoran waste treasures become visible, completing the size of the opposition in Chapter 1: Assault begins. There's an achievement to find all the special chests: shoot first, loot later for your achievement hunting
pleasure. There are many new, cool looking transmogs available on Argus, most of them come from rare and treasure chests such as either. You can find out all of them in the article: Transmog Armor and Weapons from Rare and Treasure Argus.For Hunter Pets, head to article: Hunter Pet Tames Patch 7.3, and you can learn how to tame Panthara on Tamtar's Taming of Pantar pets discovered by Petopia
and secret search Discord.Patch 7.3 comes with 42 new combat animals, more than half of them directly related to Argus. You can purchase them in a variety of ways, like capturing them in battle, robbing mobs/objects, buying from vendors and by completing certain achievements. Taken, the Legion has launched about 90 new pets it's quite a large number for a single patch. Also, there is a new Family
Familiar Style achievement, but this time you have to defeat 18 pet NPCs through Argus instead of Legion 12. Family fighter meta achievement rewards you with a new battle pet: Felclaw Marsuul / Felclaw Marsuul. At 7.3, Raiding with leashes reaching the line continues with the Cataclysm Raid set, a raid with Leashes V: Cuteaclysm, which earns you Amalgam Destruction/Amalgam Destruction Combat
Pet (in addition to all new pet raid). There are several handy lists of 7.3 new pets and their exact sources over the Article Battle Pet Updates in Patch 7.3 and more WarcraftPets.Patch 7.3 comes with a good amount of Achivements, most of them related to Argus. This is an extensive list of achievements that can be earned by performing various efforts on the new continent: this guide was made based on
the experience of the 7.3 PTR patch. The content of test servers can always change, so there may be inaccurate information here compared to the live realm. I'll do my best to fix what developers change on the way and try to update the manual when needed. As always, I appreciate the fixes and suggestions. Thanks for reading this guide, hope you find here what you are looking for! ChangelogAug 29,
2017 : Original release. September 14, 2017 : Error fix. Oct 20, 2017: Cutscene Cinematography added. 29, 2017: New cinematography added. December 30, 2017: Allied Races section is added. Added. Added. how to get to argus horde bfa. wow how to get to argus horde. how to get to argus from dalaran horde
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